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280 EUR

Signature : François Théodore Legras - Verrerie de Saint

Denis

Period : 19th century

Condition : Bon état

Material : Glass

Height : 50 cm
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Dealer

Les trésors d'Isabelle
Glass, table and earthenware Art nouveau Art Déco Painting 

Tel : 06 12 90 16 03

Mobile : isabelle.jablon@orange.fr

Paris 75016

Description

Spectacular vase called "English" cornet in the

commercial plates of the Legras catalogs created

by the Verrerie of the same name located in Saint

Denis to be presented at the Universal Exhibition

of Paris in 1889 then that of 1900. Made in glass

of several colors (between others blue, yellow,

green, pink), a large hot-welded gadrooned ball

which could be either of the same color or of a

different color at the customer's choice connects

the widely open cone to his foot. Each piece, in

blown glass, was made manually by the workers,

which explains the differences in shape and size

depending on the pieces for an identical

reference. Dimensions: Height: 49, 8 cm

Diameter of the base: 18, 7 cm Diameter of the

opening: 21 cm Ideal for a "winter garden"

atmosphere of the end of the XIXth / beginning of



the XXth century or to add a touch of color and

charm for your kitchen or quite simply for the

flowers with large stems that will decorate your

living room. Good condition but it is old and has

been used. It therefore has traces of use and age,

scratches from time. A second vase of the same

series, this time in blue color, is put on sale in

another advertisement (see the last photo with the

two vases). Bibliography: Marie-Françoise and

Jean-François Michel, Dominique and Jean

Vitrat, "François-Théodore Legras French artistic

and popular glassware", Deux-Ponts, 2012, same

model in several colors reproduced on page 079

(see photo). Many other objects to discover in my

stand at the antique fairs in which I participate.

Follow my gallery to be informed of news and to

know the dates of the next Trade Shows ... Any

questions? Do not hesitate to call me or send me a

message. I will answer you with great pleasure.


